Li Moregn

Pra dei Piazzi - Fiecc - Mota Crosc - Li Moregn

3,585 Km

1:00 - 2:00 h

566 m

3m

From Sondalo you reach the quartz quarry. From the quarry area, follow road N271 towards Esc until
you reach path N269.1 that branches off to the left. The trail passes the edge of the meadows and then
enters woods of fir trees up to Fiecc. A short, steep and rocky stretch brings you to the mountain huts
of Li Mota where the fir forest gives way to larch. From Li Mota follow the wall between the fields, then
climb gradually in wide turns to the rocky tops of Mota Crosc where there is an irrigation ditch that
diverts the waters from the Val del Corn. This place offers an interesting panorama and is one of the
most curious in Sondalo. On the highest hill, where there is a small clearing, the path branches off to
the left and leads in little more than a quarter of an hour to Li Moregn, from where you can admire the
entire valley of Sondalo and the mountains that surround it.
Underground quartz quarry in Sondalo The quartz deposit in Sondalo is considered to be one of the most important in Europe.
The quartz is of high quality, very consistent and free of contamination. Current production is some 50,000 tonnes a year of
saleable quality.

Start:Pra di Piaz

Arrival:Pra di Piaz
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TECHNICAL DATA
Length

3,585 Km

Skill

Duration

1:00 - 2:00 h

Condition

height difference uphill

566 m

Effort

height difference downhill

3m

Natural pavement

100%

Maximum slope uphill

43%

Asphalt pavement

0%

Maximum slope downhill

0%

Brick pavement

0%

2091 m

Equipped paths

0%

Scree pavement

0%

Other types of pavements

0%

Not available data

0%

Minimum and maximum quota
1533 m
Accessibility for bikes

86%

Period Journey

Maggio Ottobre

PHOTO GALLERY

This publication is for information purposes only. www.valtellinaoutdoor.it declines all responsibility for any damages
to persons or things and injuries whatever, which have occurred during the excursions and/or caused by the
conditions of the trails. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and snow conditions before every
excursion.

